The effect of a grain boundary on deformation has been examined using an aluminum bicrystal specimen composed of crystals having a common tensile axis of [100] by the measurement of orientation change with the electron backscatter diffraction technique. After deformation to a strain of 20%, the crystal rotation axis (CRA) map, which provides the orientation distribution of crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientations, reveals areas affected by the grain boundary. The thickness of the affected zone was 100 mm in one crystal and 150 mm in the other. In both crystals, the crystal rotation axis relative to the initial crystal orientation differed between the affected zone and the crystal interior. In the crystal interior, two slip systems showed a higher activity than the other slip systems, whereas in the affected zone, three or four slip systems were more active than the other slip systems. The CRA map showed that the width and shape of the affected zones across the grain boundary were not symmetrical with respect to the grain boundary.
Introduction
It is well known that inhomogeneous deformation in polycrystals, which causes work hardening, occurs inside grains, near grain boundaries (GBs), and around second phase particles. As a fundamental study, deformation in orientation-controlled single crystals, bicrystals, and tricrystals have been studied. For example, slip systems activated near GBs were examined using bicrystals through the stress transmission mechanism 1) and the slip transfer mechanism. 2, 3) The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique has been employed in determining orientation distribution in, not only polycrystals, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] but also single crystals. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The EBSD technique has the advantage that it enables precise and automatic measurement of many crystal orientations over a large area. Wert et al. 18) have performed an EBSD analysis to determine active slip systems in aluminum single-crystals deformed in tension along [110] . The orientations of crystal rotation axes calculated from shear strains due to slip systems receiving the maximum resolved shear stress were compared with those obtained by the EBSD analysis. They could elucidate the mechanism of structure development by slip systems activated with different shear strains.
This analysis method has recently been applied to a grain in a copper polycrystal specimen deformed in tension in order to investigate the effect of grain interactions on orientation subdivision. 8) Crystal orientation maps, which provide the crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientations, revealed predominant coarse domains and special domains with different features. The interactions between the grain and the neighboring grains were remarkable in the special domains, which included layer-shaped patterns in orientation along boundary segments, lobe-shaped patterns in the vicinity of triple grain junctions and a plate-shaped pattern extending from near a triple grain junction.
Several EBSD studies have been conducted using aluminum bicrystals deformed in cold 21) or hot plane strain compression 22) and niobium bicrystals in cold rolling. 23) In the present study, we examine the effect of GB on deformation in an aluminum bicrystal specimen having a common tensile axis of [100] . In particular, the number and type of slip systems necessary for the deformation are discussed on the basis of the geometrical crystal rotation axes of active slip systems and the EBSD analysis originally performed in the single-crystal experiment.
18)

Experimental Procedure
A bicrystal specimen was prepared from a 99.99 mass% purity ingot by a modified Bridgman method. Figure 1 schematizes the specimen. The left and right component crystals are called Crystal A and Crystal B, respectively. The grain boundary (GB) between them is a 45 asymmetric tilt boundary parallel to the tensile axis (TA) and the front face normal (FF). The common tensile axis of the component crystals is [100] . The tensile axis orientation of each crystal is within 1 of the ideal orientation. The test part of the specimen is 20.0 mm in length, 9.2 mm in width, and 4.0 mm in thickness. After electro-polishing to obtain a mirror surface, the specimen was deformed in tension to 20% at room temperature. The slip trace pattern on the front face was observed using a JEOL 6400 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The EBSD measurement was carried out using a JEOL 840 SEM equipped with an automated indexing system developed by Krieger Lassen et al. 24) The EBSD patterns were taken at 2 and 20 mm intervals on FF. The patterns detected were converted into orientations of crystal rotation axes and crystal rotation angles relative to the initial crystal orientations. Table 1 lists twelve slip systems with the orientation of crystal rotation axes and the Schmid factor for [100] extension. The notation of slip systems follows the standard Bishop-Hill notation. 25) We have chosen the crystal rotation axis for each slip system that gives a positive rotation in the right hand system. In Crystals A and B with a tensile axis of [100], eight slip systems (Àa2, a3, Àb2, b3, Àc2, c3, Àd2 and d3) with non-zero in the Schmid factor are activated. Figure 2 shows slip trace patterns in Crystals A and B across GB. Both crystals reveal multiple slips. Crystal A exhibits slips on (111) and ( 1 1 1 1 ), between which cross slips are observed. We can distinguish an area along GB that has an image contrast different from the crystal interior. This area is about 140 mm in width and is presumably caused by GB. We shall call this area under the effect of GB the affected zone. The slip trace patterns do not show any formation of deformation bands.
Results
Slip trace observation
EBSD analysis
Figure 3(a) shows an orientation image map measured at 20 mm intervals. The map consisting of 40,000 data points provides orientations of crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientations. We shall call this map the crystal rotation axis (CRA) map; it follows the way of mapping in the previous study.
18 ) The CRA map refers to a standard pole figure in Fig. 3(b) , color-coded for orientations of crystal rotation axes. If a data point rotates around an axis of TA relative to the initial crystal orientation, the point is colored red in Fig. 3(a) . Data points colored green and blue represent crystal rotations around the axes of FF and the side face normal (SF), respectively. In Fig. 3(a) , the interiors of Crystals A and B are colored blue and green, which refer to crystal rotations around the axes near AESF and AEFF, respectively. The vicinity of GB is red, dark orange and light green, and so on. The colors indicate that the vicinity of GB exhibits various crystal rotation axes different from the crystal interiors. Thus, GB influences the crystal rotation in its vicinity, so that the formation of the affected zones across GB is attributed to GB. Although the component crystals were deformed in tension along the same [100] axis, the crystal interiors exhibit different crystal rotation axes. around AESF and by 6 -9 around AEFF, respectively. On average, Crystal A has a smaller crystal rotation angle than Crystal B. In both crystals, the rotation angle decreases as GB is approached.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show a CRA map measured at 2 mm intervals and the standard pole figure. The CRA map shows that Crystals A and B form affected zones about 100 and 150 mm in width, respectively. Crystal A is blue outside the affected zone, and green and light green inside. The area adjoining GB shows a variety of colors such as blue, purple, red and dark orange. The change of color indicates that the orientations of crystal rotation axes shift from the axes near AESF (blue) to those near AEFF (green) as one approaches GB. The area adjoining GB is found to have various crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientation. The interior of Crystal B is colored green. The affected zone is colored light green and dark orange, depending on the distance from GB. The orientations of crystal rotation axes change from the axes near AEFF to the axes near h111i. We find that h111i in Crystal B is located between AEFF and AETA, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The affected zones of the component crystals are asymmetrical with respect to GB in width and shape. The affected zone of Crystal B is wider than that of Crystal A, so that Crystal B is presumably more affected by GB than Crystal A. The affected zone of Crystal B appears feathery with dark orange. Figure 4 (c) plots orientations of crystal rotation axes and the crystal rotation angles along the line X-X 0 in Fig. 4(a) . Crystal A consistently has a smaller rotation angle than around the initial crystal orientation. The orientation distribution is typical of multiple slip deformation. Crystal B also has crystal orientations distributed within 10 . All of them rotate by about 6 on average around the [ 1 1 1 1 1 1] axis relative to the initial crystal orientation.
Discussion
Active slip systems
Affected zones of GB were clearly observed to form along GB. We discuss slip systems activated in the affected zones and the crystal interiors. The following two facts should be noted for the analysis of active slip systems in multiple slip deformation.
(1) The eight slip systems receiving the same resolved shear stress (with non-zero in the Schmid factor) can operate from start to finish in deformation. The orientation of the geometrical crystal rotation axis for each slip system is shown in Table 1 . The slip pattern observation showed the multiple slips without deformation bands. This implies that these slip systems have been activated in the component crystals. (2) Non-equivalent slips of the eight slip systems occur when all of them are in operation. Appreciable crystal rotations relative to the initial crystal orientations were obtained from the CRA maps. The interiors of Crystals A and B rotated by a maximum of about 6 and 9 , respectively. This means that a slip system or several slip systems operate more actively than other slip systems. Non-equivalent slips produce a crystal rotation around a specific crystal rotation axis. Table 2 shows the combination of slip systems necessary for the actual crystal rotations observed. The combination is calculated to produce a crystal rotation by a minimum number of slip systems, based on the orientation of the geometrical crystal rotation axis for each slip system shown in Table 1 . In Fig. 3 , the interior of Crystal A is blue, which corresponds to the crystal rotation around an axis near [001] or [00 1 1] . The crystal rotation axes are indicated by shadowed squares in Fig. 5(a) . An extra activity of the pair of slip systems Àa2 and Àb2 can produce the crystal rotation around the [001] axis. An extra activity of a3 and b3 also generates the crystal rotation around [001] . The rotation around [00 1 1] needs an extra activity of Àc2 and Àd2 or c3 and d3.
The area adjoining GB inside the affected zone of Crystal A had various orientations of crystal rotation axes. We deal with a purple area adjoining GB on the line X-X 0 in Fig. 4 Fig. 5(b) . If the two slip systems Àb2 and b3 or a3 and Àc2 operate more actively than the others, the combined slips produce the crystal rotation around [011] . The crystal rotation around [0 1 1 1 1] requires an extra activity by Àd2 and d3 or Àa2 and c3. Fig. 5(b) . An extra activity by Àa2, Àb2, b3 and Àc2 can generate the crystal rotation around [233] . The crystal rotation around [ 2 233 ] results from an extra activity by a3, Àb2, b3, and c3. The combinations of slip systems necessary for the other crystal rotations are also listed in Table 2 .
The CRA maps revealed the affected zone formation even in the multiple slip deformation by eight slip systems in each component crystal. The number and type of active slip systems have been revealed by a comparison between the CRA map and the crystal rotation axes of the active slip systems. The crystal rotations of the interiors of Crystals A and B are the result of two slip systems operating more actively than the other slip systems. In contrast, the crystal rotations in the affected zones in the vicinity of GB are the result of extra slips of three or four slip systems. Clearly, GB increases the number of slip systems operating more actively than other slip systems and enables the production of arbitrary crystal rotations relative to the initial crystal orientations.
Slips occurring at GBs in bicrystals have been investigated in terms of macroscopic and microscopic compatibility. 1, 26, 27) One experiment showed that macroscopic continuity at GB would in general require the crystals of a bicrystal to deform on at least four slip systems between them, either two in both crystals or three in one crystal and one in the other.
1)
Tatschl and Kolednik have recently examined active slip systems in copper polycrystal specimens by combining local crystal orientations and local in-plane strains.
7) The crystal orientations were measured by EBSD analyses that were taken before and after a desired deformation step. The local in-plane strains were determined from micrographs, again taken before and after the deformation step. Very strong heterogeneities in local lattice rotation and in-plane strain existed within single grains. At some GBs, very high lattice rotations were observed. More than three independent slip systems had to be activated in some GB regions to accommodate the influence of the neighboring grain, while three slip systems seemed to be enough in most regions of the grain interiors. The result is similar to our result, which indicates that the affected zone in the vicinity of GB needs more than two slip systems (operating more actively than the other slip systems in our case), while the crystal interior requires two slip systems (operating more actively than the other slip systems), although we used a bicrystal specimen consisting of component crystals with the tensile axis of a common [100] and they used a copper polycrystal specimen consisting of arbitrarily oriented grains with an average size of below 100 mm.
Affected zone formation across GB
The effect of GB on deformation has been derived from local strains in the measurement of the plastic displacement field in an aluminum polycrystal specimen deformed in channel die compression 6) and copper polycrystals deformed in tension. 28) Zaefferer et al. 21) elucidated the influence of GB on deformation up to 30% strain using aluminum bicrystals with 8.7
, 15.4 and 31.5 symmetrical h112i tilt GBs. High resolution orientation maps obtained from EBSD patterns were compared with the analyses of a crystal elasticityplasticity finite element model, Sachs model, Taylor and modified Taylor models. The influence of GB on kinematics of deformation was not evident. Zaefferer et al. mentioned that observed differences between the three bicrystals were not due to the changing structure of GBs, but rather to the different orientations of these crystals. However, careful inspection of the high resolution orientation maps revealed the influence of GB on the change of the crystal orientation close to GB, especially in the deformed bicrystal with an originally 15.4 GB. The crystal rotations relative to the initial crystal orientations appeared to be about 15 around the transverse direction.
The deformation of the bicrystal specimen having an asymmetric tilt GB in the present study introduced multiple slips by eight active slip systems receiving the same resolved shear stress. Even in the deformation structure having a misorientation within 10 , we could distinguish the affected zones in the CRA maps which provided the orientation distribution of crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientations. Clearly, the crystal rotation axes in the affected zones differ from those in the crystal interiors. The former rotation is caused by GB. The CRA map developed by Wert et al., which was originally applied to single-crystal deformation 18) and recently to polycrystal deformation, 8) is found to be an effective way for the identification of the affected zones formed as a result of the effect of GB in the orientation-controlled bicrystal specimen. In addition, the width and shape of the affected zones were not symmetrical with respect to GB. The effect of GB was observed to extend over a distance of 100 mm in Crystal A and 150 mm in Crystal B. The affected zone of Crystal B showed a feathery appearance. On the basis of the CRA map, Crystal B was influenced more strongly by GB than Crystal A.
Crystal rotation axes and crystal rotation angles in crystal interiors
The bicrystal specimen consisted of Crystal A with [100](010) orientation and Crystal B with [100](011) orientation. Although the component crystals were deformed along the same tensile axis of [100], the CRA maps showed that the crystal interiors had different orientations of crystal rotation axes. Crystal A rotated around the axes near AESF relative to the initial crystal orientation, while Crystal B rotated around the axes near AEFF relative to the initial crystal orientation. Crystal B always showed larger rotation angles than Crystal A. The rotation angles of Crystals A and B were 3 -6 and 6 -9 , respectively. The differences between the crystals could be explained by the slight deviation of the tensile axes of the two crystals from [100]. However, the deviation was within 1 . The crystal rotations relative to the initial orientations are much larger than the deviation. Consequently, in addition to the effect of the slight deviation of tensile axes, another reason should be considered, although at present the reason is not clear.
Conclusions
The aluminum bicrystal specimen with an asymmetric tilt GB consisting of crystals having the common tensile axis of [100] was deformed in tension to 20% at room temperature. Crystal A with [100](010) and Crystal B with [100](011) show multiple slips without forming deformation bands. The main conclusions obtained in this study are as follows:
(1) The crystal rotation axis (CRA) map reveals areas affected by GB called the affected zones. The thickness of the zone is 100 mm in Crystal A and 150 mm in Crystal B. The area adjoining GB inside the affected zone of Crystal A rotates around various crystal rotation axes relative to the initial crystal orientations. The area adjoining GB inside the affected zone of Crystal B mostly has crystal rotation axes near h111i. The interiors of Crystals A and B had crystal rotation axes near the side face normal and the front face normal, respectively. (2) The crystal interiors are subjected to the non-equivalent activity of eight slip systems with two slip systems showing a higher activity than the remaining slip systems. The affected zones are subjected to an extra activity of three or four slip systems. (3) The width and shape of the affected zones are not symmetrical with respect to GB. Crystal B experiences a stronger GB effect than Crystal A. The affected zone of Crystal B has a feathery appearance.
